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Brief Summary of Exceptional Accomplishments: 
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Magnitude of Work: What was the extent of the work accomplished? What made the work, project, contribution, 
or program exceptional? Was the program well‐managed and efficient? In what ways did the nominee demonstrate 
creativity or  originality? 

Meeting the Mission: How has the volunteer, group, or program improved conditions for the park facilities or 

operations, resources and/or visitors? How did the nominee support the NPS mission? 
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Challenges: Describe any challenges the nominee may have faced. 

Partnerships: How did the project or program build partnerships or boost public interest? Please explain. 
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	Nominees Name Individual or Group 1: Mobile Skills Crew
	Organization's Address: Ice Age Trail Alliance
	1: Ice Age National Scenic Trail
	2: 700 Rayovac Drive, Suite 100
	Text7: Madison, WI 53711
	Nominees Telephone workhome 1: W: 608-798-4453
	Home Address: 2110 Main Street, Cross Plains, WI 53528
	1_2: Tim Malzhan
	2_2: 608-798-4453               tim@iceagetrail.org
	1_3: Daniel Watson, Volunteer Coordinator-IATR
	2_3: 608-441-5610       daniel_watson@nps.gov
	Text1: Volunteers have been building the 1,000-mile Ice Age Trail since 1958-- long before it became a National Scenic Trail in 1980. In those 59 intervening years, new trail tread found its way on the ground in a variety of ways, through both individual effort and teamwork alike. But in 2002, when the Ice Age Trail Alliance formalized the "Mobile Skills Crew" (MSC) methodology of approaching trail construction and maintenance, the future of the Ice Age National Scenic Trail (Ice Age NST) took on a vibrant, cutting-edge optimism that has grown exponentially each year since. This past trail season of FY 2016, MSC has achieved a level of professionalism that reaches far beyond simply building new trail route-- MSC encompasses systematic and professional-level training of its members, it has established new partnerships and connected diverse communities, and it has earned the reputation among local governments and businesses as a solid and reliable partner whenever and wherever an Ice Age Trail project is taking place.
	Text2: The goal of every Mobile Skills Crew (MSC) event is to create and steward a sustainable footpath of national significance that fosters new discoveries and broadens our collective connection to the outdoors. Exemplifying an ethos of “Trail Building is People Building," the 2016 MSC project season demonstrated passion, enthusiasm, and a deep sense of community amongst the 841 volunteers who gave 20,837 volunteer hours in creating, supporting and protecting the Ice Age NST. From April to the end of October, at 10 events, volunteers and Ice Age Trail Alliance staff succeeded in opening four new Dispersed Camping Areas, building six bridges spanning 114 feet, crafting 11 elevated boardwalks and puncheons totaling 1,323 feet, fashioning 20 rock walls stretching 289 feet, shaping more than two miles (12,550 feet) of constructed treadway, opening for public use five new miles of the Ice Age NST, and significantly improving 21 additional miles of the Ice Age NST by clearing blowdowns, repairing existing wetland structures, building erosion control features and upgrading a broad array of trail signage features.  Over 9,000 meals were prepared to fuel multi-generational volunteer trail building and stewardship efforts from the MSC field kitchen.  Dedicated training sessions lasting between ½-day and four days were attended by: 24 VIP’s (Crew Leadership and Trail Skills); 43 VIP’s (Chainsaw Safety); 27 VIP’s (First Aid / CPR); 14 VIP’s (Property Monitoring); and, 17 VIP’s (Camp Chef).The Mission Statement of the Mobile Skills Crew program is, "to educate and empower volunteers to build, maintain and steward the Ice Age NST." No truer Mission Statement could ever be written-- since 2002, the Mobile Skills Crew has hosted 13,408 volunteers on 146 project events, and generated a total of 265,351 volunteer hours toward making the Ice Age NST a reality. 
	Text3: Once upon a time, the major thrust of the IATR Volunteer Program was simply putting more miles of trail on the ground for the hiking public. From that need, the NPS' partner group, Ice Age Trail Alliance, designed the innovative Mobile Skills Crew (MSC) model of trail building, where specially trained work leaders from across the state converge upon selected trail segments numerous times per year to augment local volunteer trail chapter members in tackling large scale projects. And while that model still serves to put sustainable trail tread and quality trail infrastructure in place, MSC has become much more than that. With each passing trail season, MSC continues to gain notoriety in communities throughout Wisconsin, establish new and lasting partnerships with local governments, businesses, schools and community groups, and connect more people of all backgrounds with the Ice Age NST. MSC has earned, and enjoys, instantaneous recognition among numerous partner entities as a professional, dependable driving force of the Ice Age NST, allowing each new success to sow the seeds of future partnering opportunities.One of the most unique and impressive tenets of any Mobile Skills Crew project is in how closely it mirrors the national Incident Command System in organizational planning and implementation, as well as the ability of MSC to expand or contract to fit the size and complexity of any given project, just as ICS is designed to do. To watch an MSC project roll into action is akin to watching a national All-Hazard Team spring up at a wildfire or hurricane incident and become operational within a matter of hours. When MSC arrives at a project site, things happen with a well-practiced efficiency. Large event tents and shelters are erected, individual crew tents blossom, a 16-foot trailer specifically customized as a mobile kitchen unit begins prepping meals for hundreds, check-in occurs for arriving resources, and safety briefings are held.           By sunset of set-up day, the entire operation is ready for another multi-day flurry of well supervised work, mixed with the hallmark camaraderie always found among "old timers" and new MSC'ers alike.
	Text4: Each MSC season, and indeed each MSC project, is years in the making. MSC trail projects are commonly in the works 2-5 years in advance of the first shovel of earth being turned. Ice Age Trail Alliance staff partner with NPS employees, and our shared volunteers, to address trail corridor planning processes, conduct public meetings to secure approved trail routes, and work with other federal, state and local governments for a myriad of regulatory compliance and permit approvals. Bureaucratic necessities aside, advance work with local businesses, landowners, and project sponsors gets into full swing. Project logistics for a full scale MSC event depend upon willing and enthusiastic supporters, and MSC has over the years fostered many long lasting and stellar partner relationships throughout the state. Even so, the actual workload of contacting and coordinating event supporters for each new MSC project-- strengthening and expanding existing bonds, while exploring and nurturing new community connections-- takes time, talent, and persistence.Specialized volunteer skills trainings are conducted for MSC personnel at a centralized location annually.Eventually, each MSC project timeline reaches the point where finite logistics and prep work comes into play. Communications and registration requests for volunteer workers are sent, received, and cataloged. Tools and equipment needs are calculated, with resources from around the area gathered and inspected. Project work maps are generated. Access to safe drinking water is ensured. Field kitchen menus are planned, and food to support hundreds of hungry volunteers is both purchased and donated. Trailers and support vehicles are loaded with all manner of necessities large and small, from bug spray to AED's to walkie-talkies. Safety plans are developed and communicated to all involved. Volunteers from all across the state pile into their personal vehicles and travel for hours to converge upon the project site. And then, when every thing and every one has arrived on scene... and it's "Project Day 1"... the magic happens.
	Text6: The MSC program has been, and continues to be, one of the most impressive and effective ways of building partnerships along the Ice Age NST, and is a showcase for increased public interest and awareness of the Trail. MSC builds government, business, and private partnerships with each new project, many times each year. It has to-- because the trail route is not contained within traditional boundaries of NPS fee lands, partnerships must be established in order for the trail to exist across the myriad patchwork of federal, state, county and town ownerships, along with miles of private property. The Ice Age Trail Alliance recently received the USFS 2016 Eastern Region "Honor Award for Volunteerism and Service" for MSC projects conducted in the Chequamegon-Nicolet NF between 2012-2016. Communities across Wisconsin have learned that it's good business to conduct business with MSC. There is now growing interest in communities along the trail route, and even competition, to gain status as an official "Ice Age Trail Community." Private landowners are proud to host trail segments on their lands.But it's more than just that-- there is a direct link connecting MSC with public support and awareness. Although the 1,000-mile Ice Age NST is wholly contained within the state of Wisconsin, it has significance on a national level. The route of the trail, stretched out straight, would create a linear path from Washington, DC to Oklahoma City. More than 3.4 million Wisconsin residents live within one hour of the trail, and more than 18 million Americans live within a two-hour drive of the trail. Independent research has shown that more than 1.2 million people from across the country use the Ice Age NST each year. The trail would not exist if not for the 146 Mobile Skills Crew projects and more than 13,000 volunteers it took to build and maintain it thus far. For these reasons, and many more that space does not allow to share here, the Ice Age National Scenic Trail, and the Ice Age Trail Alliance, are honored to nominate the "IATA Mobile Skills Crew" for the FY 2016 George and Helen Hartzog Award-- Volunteer Group Category. 


